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Herman Miller Brings Sit-to-Stand
Functionality to High-Density
Workspaces with Renew Link
Herman Miller is bringing the functionality of multiple postures to high-density workspaces with the
introduction of Renew™ Link for sit-to-stand benching. In settings where people engage in individual work
activities within close proximity to colleagues, there’s often a need to balance each individual’s desire for
variety and choice in their working posture with the organization’s need for efficiency and scalability. Renew
Link achieves this balance by providing individualized work surface height adjustability and reduced
distraction in high-density benching environments.
Renew Link is an extension of the freestanding Renew Sit-to-Stand Table line, also designed by Brian
Alexander. It offers the same intuitive controls, fluid motion between seated or standing-heights, top-tobottom ergonomic design, and integrated cable management. Renew Link also provides shared infrastructure
for power and data. A covered central power and data trough, hinged for easy access, supports four-circuit
power, has separate channels for power and data, and houses cables and cords for multiple work surfaces to
create an adaptable and highly effective system.
Beyond offering height adjustability, Renew Link improves the benching solution with the option of angled
work surfaces. In a traditional grid layout, people often find themselves seated directly across from each
other. Eye contact, while seemingly an innocent distraction, has serious cognitive impact; estimates of the
average time it takes to get back into the flow of work after even a small disruption range as high as 25
minutes.
Alexander designed the angled work surfaces of Renew Link to reduce distractions by shifting the shape of
the benching layout to a subtle sawtooth pattern. This offsets the seated (or standing) orientation of people
working in close proximity and creates individual comfort zones that feel generous and private. Individuals
are turned at a shallow angle so they have open sight lines for concentrating on their work; turning slightly
allows them to check in with colleagues nearby. They can choose to orient their attention while varying their
postures naturally.
Organizations often select high-density workspace applications for their efficient operation and cost-effective
quality. They choose sit-to-stand work surfaces to offer postural variety and individual control. Organizations
looking for the best of both can turn to Renew Link for an ergonomic and productive benching solution.
About Herman Miller
Herman Miller’s inspiring designs, inventive technologies and strategic services help people do great things
and organizations perform at their best. The company’s award-winning products and services generated
approximately $2.1 billion in revenue in fiscal 2015. A past recipient of the Smithsonian Institution's Cooper
Hewitt National Design Award, Herman Miller designs can be found in the permanent collections of
museums worldwide. Innovative business practices and a commitment to social responsibility have also
helped establish Herman Miller as a recognized global leader. Herman Miller maintains the Human Rights
Campaign Foundation’s top rating in its annual Corporate Equality Index and was named among the 50 Best
U.S. Manufacturers by Industry Week in 2014. Herman Miller is included in the Dow Jones Sustainability

World Index and trades on the NASDAQ Global Select Market under the symbol MLHR.
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